
News stories on TV and in newspapers are very often accompanied by pictures. 
Some people say that these pictures are more effective than words.

What is your opinion about this?

Most of the times photos are used in news broadcasting because they believe this type 
of news would be much more effective than those without pictures. I am of the opinion 
that pictures play a major role in enhancing the rate of news effectiveness.

At first, we should notice that pictures have a mutual language in all over the world. 
Understanding written or vocal news is related to knowing that language and being 
aware of some backgrounds that will make the news conceivable for us. If we consider 
of all of the audiences have these conditions, they may sometimes not fully understand 
the purpose of the news yet. But pictures can clarify even the most complex texts.

Moreover, we should spend a particular time to reading the news or listening to the 
speaker, but image is able to make a deep communicaetion a deep message towith us 
in a second and help us to get the news instantly. So if we have the opportunity of 
following the news in our busy lives, it is more appropriate to understanding them as 
quickly as possible. It would assistance us to perceive/in perceiving more events while 
conserving the time that is so valuable to us. 

After all, news agencies are sorely willing to influence the people with their news as 
more much as possible. Because of this issue they hire skilled photographers to excel 
and to guarantee their popularity and their large readership rank of their audiences.

To summarize, I literally believe that how much news affects us is extremely influenced 
by the attached/accompanying pictures. This is a very as a vital issue for people and 
consequently for the news agencies as a picture-less less news would be meaningless 
less or boring nowadays. 


